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"Little Busibodies" Paper Dolls in Full Colour 1988-01-01
6 charming paper doll youngsters each with 5 6 1920s outfits plus accessories riding togs bunny robe overalls
pony parrot sailboat more

English Country Paper Dolls 2015-03-18
inspired by a popular pbs series this collection features 2 dolls and 30 sumptuously detailed outfits from the
1910 to 20s era the opulent wardrobe of original historically accurate designs includes ensembles for a cricket
match and a flower show a walk in the village and a party in london a wedding and an excursion on the orient
express and a host of other occasions a stately full color scene on the book s inside covers provides an
aristocratic setting for the dolls

Vivien Leigh Paper Dolls in Full Color 1981-12-01
vivien leigh tough tender talented beautiful irresistible willful a dynamic collection of contradictions with a face
of angelic perfection like garbo and dietrich she became a legend for her beauty in her own lifetime like davis
and crawford she was a consummate actress born in darjeeling india nov 5 1913 she was christened vivian
mary hartley after a leading role on the london stage in the 1930s she was placed under contract by alexander
korda and cast opposite the young laurence olivier in fire over england 1937 three years later she became mrs
olivier and was awarded both the best actress oscar and the new york film critics award for her portrayal of
scarlett o hara in gone with the wind 1939 now with dover s newest paper doll collection you can recapture a
part of shimmering magic that marked miss leigh s entire career a vivien leigh figure and 28 costumes from a
dozen films all in full color on heavy stock provide an incredibly life like rendering of the enchanting actress
these authentic brilliantly colored ready to cut costumes by noted fashion illustrator tom tierney recall vivien in
sidewalks of londonfire over englandceasar and cleopatraa streetcar named desirethe deep blue seaa yank at
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oxfordgone with the windthat hamilton womananna kareninathe roman spring of mrs stoneship of fools

American Family of the 1930s Paper Dolls in Full Color 1991-01-01
10 dolls 30 costumes single breasted suits cuffed slacks tuxedos for men ankle length dresses casual skirts
jacket bobby socks and saddle shoes for the ladies notes 16 plates

Carmen Miranda Paper Dolls in Full Color 1982-01-01
her name was maria do carmo miranda da cunha but to millions around the world she was known as the
brazilian bombshell the very essence of latin fun verve and vitality from her first american film appearance in a
betty grable musical down argentine way 20th century fox 1940 to her final role with martin and lewis scared
stiff paramount 1953 the irrepressible and irreplaceable carmen miranda sang and danced her way across the
cinematic screen and into the hearts of an adoring public carmen was born in the small northern portuguese
town of marco de canavezes in approximately 1909 she was brought to brazil as a young girl and it was there
that she first entered show business by 1939 she had made some four hundred recordings several brazilian
films had become a household word throughout south america and a national idol in brazil when she was
discovered for the american stage her lively sambas carnival marches unique stage presence and highly
demanding rapid delivery numbers completely overwhelmed audiences hollywood immediately clamored for
this four foot eight inch dynamo of talent who wore three inch platforms on her feet and an orchard on her head
relive those exciting performances with a full color carmen miranda paper doll figure and thirty one gorgeous
costumes from all fourteen american films including down argentine way 1940 week end in havana 1941 the
gang s all here 1943 greenwich village 1944 doll face 1945 6 copacabana 1947 nancy goes to rio 1948 50 that
night in rio 1941 springtime in the rockies 1942 four jills in a jeep 1943 4 something for the boys 1944 5 if i m
lucky 1946 a date withjudy 1948 scared stiff 1953for film historians nostalgia enthusiasts or for a generation
that has yet to discover the sheer joy of carmen miranda noted artist tom tierney has accurately captured an
extraordinary and unforgettable performer in all her mirthful and exotic splendor
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Paper Dolls 2017-11-02
paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys nothing more but through the centuries
paper figures have reflected religious and political beliefs notions of womanhood motherhood and family the
dictates of fashion approaches to education individual self image and self esteem and ideas about death this
book examines paper dolls and their symbolism from icons made by priests in ancient china to printable kim
kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral objects have an enduring and sometimes surprising
presence in history and culture

Famous American Women Paper Dolls in Full Color 1987-06-01
16 dolls 32 authentic detailed costumes pocahontas molly pitcher harriet beecher stowe julia ward howe harriet
tubman susan b anthony clara barton mary baker eddy louisa may alcott edith wharton gertude stein eleanor
roosevelt edna st vincent millay mary pickford amelia earhart and golda meir informative well researched text

Notable American Women Paper Dolls in Full Color 1989-05-01
16 accurately rendered dolls each with 2 full color costumes emily dickinson mary cassatt jane addams willa
cather margaret mead georgia o keeffe more introduction and notes

American Family of 1900-1920 Paper Dolls in Full Color
1992-01-09
10 dolls 37 costumes recall american fashions at the beginning of the century through wwi dresses sportswear
military attire wedding fashions children s styles more introduction descriptive notes
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Grace Kelly Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-01-01
to a few people she was grace kelly of philadelphia to her movie fans she was a cool dignified and glamorous
leading lady and to countless others she was the american girl who became a fairy tale princess now in this new
paper doll collection noted illustrator tom tierney recreates over 30 memorable outfits worn by the actress in
major rolls and events in her life sixteen full color plates include four dolls three of grace and one of prince
rainier while 32 skillfulkly rendered illustrations of costumes gowns and outfits recall special events from a dress
worn in her professional stage debut in 1949 to a dior outfit worn at a party in her honor in 1982 her film fans
will be pleased to find costumes from 11 film roles including an appropriately prim dress she wore as gary
cooper s quaker bride in high noon 1952 an elegant evening ensemble from rear window 1954 the sumptuous
evening dress worn in to catch a thief 1955 and a graceful gown from the swan 1956 also included in this
volume are the dress worn for the academy awards presentation at which she won her 1954 oscar and here
royal wedding gown made of 250 yards of antique heirloom lace two family groupings also feature delightful
portraits of the royal children paper doll enthusiasts will want to add this unique volume to their collection while
grace kelly fans and movie buffs will treaure this colorful tribute to a talented actress and charming modern day
princess

Dollys and Friends Originals 1910s Paper Dolls 2020-07-18
meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating your
collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 outfits in 1910s styles of
fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll
collectors or anyone interested in 1900s please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for
adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger
children may need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a
nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
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dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper
dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen
cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to
develop communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with
storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as
memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique and
vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be authentic for
that time period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it is still
best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially undergarments
are more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and
friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these paper dolls and
sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions paper doll fans and
children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can
have a great time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll
collectors children or adults

Greta Garbo Paper Dolls in Full Color 1985-01-01
noted fashion illustrator recaptures one of the greatest cult figures of hollywood history in 3 lifelike dolls and 33
costumes from 27 films anna christie mata hari grand hotel queen christina anna karenina camille ninotchka 20
others costumes by adrian andre ani gilbert clark max ree biography

Chanel Fashion Review 1986-05-01
the essential little black dress the elegant suit with the gold buttoned jacket the freedom to wear slacks modern
women still draw upon the innovations of gabrielle coco chanel the twentieth century s fashion doyenne began
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her long and brilliant career by replacing the traditional corset with the comfort and casual grace of simple but
exquisitely tailored outfits this collection features three dolls and twenty eight authentic costumes that illustrate
chanel s haute couture history and the enduring appeal and influence of her designs

Twins Around the World 2003-02-01
3 dolls and 32 authentically rendered costumes from mutiny on the bounty it happened one night gone with the
wind many more

Clark Gable Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-01-01
sixteen colorful dolls with dashing costumes represent swashbuckling characters from famous pirate films
including errol flynn in captain blood geena davis in cutthroat island plus other stars from today s biggest
seaworthy hits

Famous Movie Pirates Paper Dolls 2009-06-22
inspired by the voluptuous style of art nouveau master alfonse mucha this collection features two paper dolls
and 28 gowns including costumes from sarah bernhardt productions of salomé and hamlet

Paper Dolls in the Style of Mucha 2011-12-30
meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating your
collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 50 outfits in 1920s styles of
fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll
collectors or anyone interested in 1920s flapper fashions and roaring twenties style of shoes headpieces and
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dresses please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a
gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may need the help
to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun
family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed
down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era
where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls
the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling
role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique and vintage
paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions
or period costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be authentic for that time
period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it is still best to
describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially undergarments are
more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from dollys and friends
originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing
them with children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions paper doll fans and children
of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a
great time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll
collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals 1920s Paper Dolls 2019-07-02
seven charming dolls 45 colorful costumes from the 1940s party dresses sunsuits rompers sailor outfit and more
plus accessories wicker doll carriage wooden train more
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Alden Family Paper Dolls in Full Color 1989-01-01
paper dolls with costumes representative of the clothes pets and toys for the dingle dell characters between
1913 1925 and clothes from other countries for dolly dingle

Dolly Dingle Paper Dolls 1978-01-01
three life like paper dolls and 28 costumes from as many films project joan s many glamorous images and have
been carefully rendered by fashion illustrator tom tierney short biography captions 16 full color plates

Joan Crawford Paper Dolls in Full Color 1983
generations of middle class family display fashions everyday attire of 1870s 1880s america 7 full color dolls with
36 full color costumes

American Family of the Victorian Era Paper Dolls 1986-01-01
this collection of classic shirley temple paper dolls reprints two rare books published in the 1930s includes three
lifelike dolls varying in size from 20 7 8 covers two pages to 5 7 8 and 18 delightful outfits pleated and ruffled
party dresses pinafores for home and school sunsuits for the beach and backyard belted raincoat perky sailor
suit and many accessories

Classic Shirley Temple Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-10-01
reproduced directly from rare original plates this full color volume contains four charming dolls and 30
appealing costumes including a bright red snow suit blue and white striped overalls plus many more delightful
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costumes

Original Shirley Temple Paper Dolls 1988-07-01
among the best loved books of all time louise may alcott s little women has appealed to generations of readers
this charming paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial title characters featured in that literary classic
here in full color are practical meg tomboyish jo gentle beth and curly haired amy the four dolls can be dressed
in 16 different mid victorian outfits all based on scenes from the popular novel included are costumes for the
celebrated christmas play practical daytime wear consisting of capes shawls aprons and dresses and a bridal
dress trimmed with ruffles and lace for meg s wedding a delight for collectors and paper doll fans of all ages this
wonderful collection will also thrill readers who still have warm memories of alcott s timeless tale

The Paper Dolls 1964
4 mouse dolls plus costumes for midsummer eve s ball visiting a castle first day of school holidays more
numerous accessories

Little Women Paper Dolls 1994
beguiling male and female panda dolls 8 colorful costumes play clothes sailor suits lavish robes and charming
accessories hats fans lanterns more

Doll-Victorian Mouse Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-01-01
2 dolls and 24 costumes re create the turn of the century charm of the gibson girl for doll collectors and fashion
historians
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Panda Paper Dolls in Full Color 1989-01-01
a celebrated paper doll artist of the 1930s queen holden created books adored by children and adults alike
today her vintage dolls are particularly prized by collectors this collection features two dolls a cherubic boy and
girl with a wardrobe of more than 30 outfits plus accessories

Gibson Girl 1985-01-01
4 charming little ladies of the victorian era come with wardrobes for every season and all hours of the day perky
pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and more 48 stickers

Best Friends Paper Dolls 1985
classic fairy tales are presented in historical fashions by famed artist and fashion historian brenda sneathen
mattox she has reimagined eight beloved fairy tales and transported them into many different periods each
with timely costumes the frog prince is retold in glamorous 1930s fashion the little mermaid is a fishy flapper
and snow white is transformed into a hoop skirted antebellum belle the tinderbox is retold in early victorian
style while the golden bird reflects the glorious gay 90s rapunzel turns back the clock to the late victorian era
but sleeping beauty wakes up today with her prince in blue jeans with this unique collection these classic fairy
tales will live happily ever after in the collections of paper doll enthusiasts

Four Victorian Girls Sticker Paper Dolls 1996-09-01
pavlova nijinsky the russian dance virtuosi who created the ballet superstar here they are elegantly captured in
the form of 2 paper dolls with 30 costumes from their roles paper dolls faithful facsimiles costumes rendered
from benois bakst paquin originals dances dates full color delight for collector dance lover
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Classic Fairy Tales Paper Dolls in Historical Fashions 2014-11-28
with nostalgic glances to the past and visionary gazes into the future lynne perrella and the contributing artists
follow inspiration rather than tradition to present dolls that are charismatic colorful and full of surprises
technique related details are provided in each chapter s details dossier where we are invited to go behind the
scenes into the artists studios take an up close and personal look to get the inside story on how the artists used
paper and other exciting mediums to create their dolls artists include nina bagley lesley riley judi riesch lynn
whipple teesha moore karen michel jane cather akira blount laurel hall and maria moya who expolore the
human form to create paper personas that are expressive innovative and insightful

Pavlova and Nijinsky Paper Dolls in Full Color 1981-01-01
children will delight in transforming peter into a policeman archaeologist football player rock star backpacker
magician space bunny and other characters the easy to remove punch out doll and costumes come with a
colorful backdrop

Beyond Paper Dolls 2006
detailed authentic depictions of 10 great stars bert williams to louis armstrong in celebrated roles concert
performances hattie mcdaniel paul robeson billie holiday bill robinson more biographies

Peter Rabbit Paper Dolls in Full Color 1981-06-01
delightful reproductions of antique paper dolls 7 figures 26 costumes including outfits for such fairy tale
favorites as cinderella prince charming little bo peep others
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Great Black Entertainers Paper Dolls in Full Color 1984-01-01
10 dolls and 14 costumes based on the much loved musical come with two background settings perfect for a
paper doll production of the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan fans

Raphael Tuck Antique Paper Dolls in Full Color 1987-12-01
drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s museum this volume reproduces in full color two
historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes the dolls and outfits were originally
published in the boston herald s sunday supplements during 1895 96

Mikado Paper Dolls 2003
eight dolls and 28 costumes authentically rendered suits busks jerkins capes shifts petticoats corsets linen
shirts breeches and more for work and travel for leisure wear and special occasions informative text provides
abundant details on accessories

Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the 1890s 1984-05

American Family of the Pilgrim Period Paper Dolls in Full Color
1987
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